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Every Second Counts 2013-11-21
the dramatic race to transplant the first human heart spanned two years three
continents and five cities against a backdrop of searing tension scientific brilliance
ethical controversy racial strife and emotional turmoil it culminated in a terrifying
moment in the early hours of 3 december 1967 when in a cramped operating theatre in a
cape town hospital professor chris barnard stared into an empty cavity from which he
had just removed a heart he knew that he had only minutes left to make history and save
the life of a 55 year old man by filling the gaping hole in his chest with a heart
which had just been beating inside a 25 year old woman every second countsis the story
of this gripping race to conquer the greatest of medical challenges it also reveals the
truth about the man at the centre of it all whose turbulent life story was just as
gripping the kind of true story that would be dismissed as far fetched if presented as
fiction it combines an utterly compelling portrait of cutting edge science with raw
human drama and shows how the course of medicine itself was changed for ever

Every Second Counts 2007
winner of the 1996 william hill sports book of the year prize in the early 1990s donald
mcrae set out to discover the truth about the intense and forbidding world of
professional boxing travelling around the states and britain he was welcomed into the
inner sanctums of some of the greatest fighters of the period men such as mike tyson
chris eubank oscar de la hoya frank bruno evander holyfield and naseem hamed among them
they opened up to him revealing unforgettable personal stories from both inside and
outside the ring and explaining why it is that some are driven to compete in this most
brutal of sports risking their health and even their lives the result is a classic
account of boxing that remains as fresh and entertaining as when it was first published
almost 20 years ago mcrae approaches his subjects with wit compassion and insight and
the result was a book that was a deserved winner of the william hill sports book of the
year prize

Dark Trade 2014-06-05
dr joshua salvador reveals his personal experiences in achieving miraculous cures
patient studies and commentaries are included as well as a special inspirational
section that will encourage every patient with a disease considered incurable and will
encourage the doctors who are treating them

Curing the Incurable 2013-07-24
shortlisted for the 2015 william hill sports book of the year prize i kill a man and
most people forgive me however i love a man and many say this makes me an evil person
on 24 march 1962 when emile griffith stepped into the ring in madison square garden to
defend his world title against benny paret he was filled with rage during their weigh
in the cuban challenger had denounced griffith as a faggot and minced towards him in
the macho world of boxing where fighters know they are engaged in the hurt game there
could be no greater insult at that time it was illegal for people of the same gender to
have sex or even for a bar to knowingly serve a drink to a gay person it was an
insinuation that could have had dangerous consequences for griffith especially as it
was true in the fight that followed griffith pounded paret into unconsciousness and the
cuban would die soon after leaving griffith haunted by what he had done despite this he
went on to fight more world championship rounds than any other fighter in history in a
career that lasted for almost 20 years in donald mcrae s first sports book in more than
a decade he weaves a compelling tale of triumph over prejudice griffith was black so
doubly damned by contemporary society but refused to cower away as society wished a man
s world is a classic piece of sports writing

A Man's World 2015-09-10
one of the most captivating boxing writers on the planet barry mcguigan a superb tale
his inspirational story celebrates peace and reconciliation daily telegraph multi award
winning author donald mcrae s stunning new book is a powerful tale of hope and
redemption across the sectarian divide in northern ireland thanks to boxing at the
height of the troubles gerry storey ran the holy family gym from the ira s heartland
territory of new lodge in belfast despite coming from a family steeped in the
republican movement he insisted that it would be open to all he ensured that his boxers
were given a free pass by paramilitary forces on both republican and loyalist sides so



they could find a way out of the province s desperate situation in the immediate
aftermath of the 1981 hunger strikes storey would also visit the maze prison twice a
week to train the inmates from each community separately in itself this would be a
heroic story but storey went further than that he became the trainer for world champion
barry mcguigan and olympian hugh russell who became one of the most famous
photographers to document the troubles even with all his success and the support of
both sides storey still found himself subjected to three bomb attacks from those who
were implacably hostile to any form of reconciliation now donald mcrae reveals the
extraordinary tale of those troubled times and shows us how the violent business of
boxing became a haven of peace and hope for these remarkable and compassionate men in
sunshine or in shadow is an inspirational story of triumph over adversity and
celebrates the reconciliation that can take place when two fighters meet each other in
the ring rather than outside it an outstanding and important book don mcrae s powerful
storytelling shows the courage of the people of the north andy lee

In Sunshine or in Shadow 2019-05-30
black men look like they rule sport in america today it was nothing like that in the
1930s america was white and that was that it didn t do you no good to dream of making
it to the big time it was impossible and then y know along came jesse and along came
joe ruth owens jesse s late wife n the summer of 1935 within weeks of each other joe
louis and jesse owens emerged as the first black superstars of world sport and their
subsequent political and social impact on america was nothing short of sensational to
fans and even critics the world over they seemed larger than life and yet in their
endeavors they were unfailingly human as vulnerable as they were courageous as troubled
as they were brilliant as unsettled in themselves as they are now fixed in history
scrupulously researched and written in spare eloquent prose heroes without a country
vividly re creates some of the most dramatic sporting events of the past century in
august 1936 in front of hitler and an imposing phalanx of nazi commanders jesse owens
the fastest man on earth won an unprecedented four medals at the olympic games in
berlin two years later in the fight of the century his great friend joe louis crushed
germany s max schmeling to signal the end of white supremacy in boxing like jesse joe
had been born to black sharecropping parents in a country demeaned by racism together
their victories became a rallying point for the disenfranchised black population of
america idolized across the world they were two young men at the pinnacle of their
careers who overcame prejudice and fear to achieve their goals yet for both of them
success brought its own perils in 1938 two years after winning his gold medals in
berlin owens was hounded out of amateur sports by the infamously tyrannical olympic
boss slavery avery brundage and facing financial ruin he was reduced to running for
money against dogs horses and even his friend joe louis later the two would be
subjected to fbi investigations harassed by the irs and beleaguered by debt and despair
jesse watched joe slip into drug addiction and mental illness in heroes without a
country award winning writer donald mcrae captures the uncanny coincidences and
intertwined events that bound these men together through both triumph and tragedy and
provides an intimate and thought provoking dual portrait of two of the most important
athletes of the twentieth century

Heroes Without a Country 2003-06-03
winner of the 2002 william hill sports book of the year prize in 1936 athlete jesse
owens won four gold medals at the berlin olympics and two years later boxer joe louis
won a crushing victory to become heavyweight champion of the world despite their fame
and success both men would find themselves barred from certain hotels and would have to
eat outside restaurants because of the colour of their skin however by their example
they gave hope to millions of black people around the world as they became the first
black superstars donald mcrae s award winning dual biography is a brilliant portrait of
the two men who became close friends despite their very different career paths within
days of olympic glory owens was banned from competing again and was forced to spend his
days racing against horses to earn a living before becoming a spokesman for the
sporting ideal meanwhile louis won and lost a fortune eventually battling with drug
addiction and mental illness mcrae s vivid account of their lives away from the public
eye and the era in which they lived is compelling and tragic

In Black And White 2014-06-05
the life and times of a celebrated roman catholic priest archbishop and author



In My Heart's Best Wishes for You 2012
don mcrae has followed boxing all his life despite the fact it often disappoints and
upsets him in recent years don mcrae s immersion in contemporary boxing had not been at
the pitch of intensity he had felt in the 1990s when he wrote dark trade a book which
won the william hill sports book of the year but when his sister died in september 2018
at a time when cancer had taken hold of his mother with his father and mother in law to
be similarly affected soon after he sought refuge in boxing again desperately hoping it
would offer respite and some strange kind of comfort sadly his re immersion reveals
that corruption doping and criminality gnaw away at the soul of boxing as mcrae
investigates further he begins to wonder if the time will soon come for him to finally
escape a troubled and troubling business for good in this book both his most personal
and explosive he tries to reconcile the contradictions of hope and despair salvation
and ruin which lie at the murky heart of a sport he s followed for 50 years

Every Second Counts 2003
the history of medicine is a living one and involves much more than reflecting on the
battles that have been won or lost in the ever changing struggle against disease the
living history really lies within man himself and too often the human side of this
story is neglected as doctors we have been trained to focus on the signs of disease and
consequently we pay little attention to the people who discovered them when we read in
our pathology texts about the interesting triad of defects in an illness such as hand
schuller christian disease we tend to forget about the doctors who faced great personal
hardships to bring us the information we now use to treat the disorder dr treacy is
recognised as one of the most influential aesthetic practitioners in the world he was
awarded top aesthetic practitioner in the world 2019 and doctor of the year uk ireland
2019 in this fascinating book he takes us on a journey with osler s famed goddess of
medicine and explains how she is continually on the move fleeing from battles tyranny
and oppression seeking to find a home where man can have study pathology in peace she
has moved from edinburgh to dublin from london to vienna from berlin to maryland then
onwards to california to guide doctors in the wonders of new technologies translating
the genetic blueprint manipulating defects in the data code of our existence and help
us all fight the more complex diseases like the coronaviruses of the new millennium

The One We've Been Waiting For 2025-02-13
this carefully crafted ebook collection is formatted for your ereader with a functional
and detailed table of contents james oliver curwood 1878 1927 was an american action
adventure writer and conservationist his adventure writing followed in the tradition of
jack london like london curwood set many of his works in the wilds of the great white
north he often took trips to the canadian northwest which provided the inspiration for
his wilderness adventure stories at least eighteen movies have been based on or
inspired by curwood s novels and short stories novels the wolf hunters the gold hunters
kazan baree son of kazan the courage of captain plum the danger trail the honor of the
big snows philip steele of the royal northwest mounted police the flower of the north
isobel god s country and the woman the hunted woman the grizzly king the courage of
marge o doone nomads of the north the river s end the valley of silent men the golden
snare the flaming forest the country beyond the alaskan a gentleman of courage the
ancient highway the black hunter the plains of abraham short stories back to god s
country wapi the walrus the yellow back the fiddling man l ange the case of beauvais
the other man s wife the strength of men the match the honor of her people bucky severn
his first penitent peter god the mouse the first people thomas jefferson brown other
works the great lakes god s country the trail to happiness

The Living History of Medicine 2023-07-21
this comprehensive textbook covering all aspects of the perioperative management of
patients undergoing organ transplantation serves as the standard reference for
clinicians who care for transplant patients on a day to day basis as well as those who
encounter organ transplantation only occasionally in their clinical practice anesthesia
and perioperative care for organ transplantation covers transplantation of the heart
lung liver pancreas and kidney as well as multivisceral and composite tissue graft
transplantations for each kind of transplantation the full spectrum of perioperative
considerations is addressed preoperative preparation intraoperative anesthesia
management surgical techniques and postoperative care each chapter contains evidence
based recommendations relevant society guidelines management algorithms and
institutional protocols as tables flow diagrams and figures photographs demonstrating



surgical techniques anesthesia procedures and perfusion management are included
anesthesia and perioperative care for organ transplantation is for anesthesiologists
and critical care physicians transplantation surgeons nurse anesthetists icu nurses and
trainees

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD Ultimate Collection: 40+ Action
Thrillers, Western Classics, Adventure Novels & Short
Stories (Illustrated) 2024-01-16
this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices james oliver curwood 1878 1927
was an american action adventure writer and conservationist his adventure writing
followed in the tradition of jack london like london curwood set many of his works in
the wilds of the great white north he often took trips to the canadian northwest which
provided the inspiration for his wilderness adventure stories at least eighteen movies
have been based on or inspired by curwood s novels and short stories novels the wolf
hunters the gold hunters kazan baree son of kazan the courage of captain plum the
danger trail the honor of the big snows philip steele of the royal northwest mounted
police the flower of the north isobel god s country and the woman the hunted woman the
grizzly king the courage of marge o doone nomads of the north the river s end the
valley of silent men the golden snare the flaming forest the country beyond the alaskan
a gentleman of courage the ancient highway the black hunter the plains of abraham short
stories back to god s country wapi the walrus the yellow back the fiddling man l ange
the case of beauvais the other man s wife the strength of men the match the honor of
her people bucky severn his first penitent peter god the mouse the first people thomas
jefferson brown other works the great lakes god s country the trail to happiness

Anesthesia and Perioperative Care for Organ
Transplantation 2016-11-01
this carefully crafted collection of 39 thrilling adventure tales set in the north
american and canadian wilderness is meticulously edited and formatted for your ereader
with a functional and detailed table of contents novels the wolf hunters the gold
hunters kazan baree son of kazan the courage of captain plum the danger trail the honor
of the big snows philip steele of the royal northwest mounted police the flower of the
north isobel god s country and the woman the hunted woman the grizzly king the courage
of marge o doone nomads of the north the river s end the valley of silent men the
golden snare the flaming forest the country beyond the alaskan a gentleman of courage
the ancient highway the black hunter the plains of abraham short stories back to god s
country wapi the walrus the yellow back the fiddling man l ange the case of beauvais
the other man s wife the strength of men the match the honor of her people bucky severn
his first penitent peter god the mouse the first people james oliver curwood 1878 1927
was an american action adventure writer and conservationist his adventure writing
followed in the tradition of jack london like london curwood set many of his works in
the wilds of the great white north he often took trips to the canadian northwest which
provided the inspiration for his wilderness adventure stories at least eighteen movies
have been based on or inspired by curwood s novels and short stories

The Greatest Works of James Oliver Curwood (Illustrated
Edition) 2017-10-06
this carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices novels the wolf hunters the gold
hunters kazan baree son of kazan the courage of captain plum the danger trail the honor
of the big snows philip steele of the royal northwest mounted police the flower of the
north isobel god s country and the woman the hunted woman the grizzly king the courage
of marge o doone nomads of the north the river s end the valley of silent men the
golden snare the flaming forest the country beyond the alaskan a gentleman of courage
the ancient highway the black hunter the plains of abraham short stories back to god s
country wapi the walrus the yellow back the fiddling man l ange the case of beauvais
the other man s wife the strength of men the match the honor of her people bucky severn
his first penitent peter god the mouse the first people james oliver curwood 1878 1927
was an american action adventure writer and conservationist his adventure writing
followed in the tradition of jack london like london curwood set many of his works in
the wilds of the great white north he often took trips to the canadian northwest which
provided the inspiration for his wilderness adventure stories at least eighteen movies



have been based on or inspired by curwood s novels and short stories

TALES OF THE GREAT WHITE NORTH – 39 Adventure Classics,
Action Thrillers & Short Stories (Illustrated) 2017-05-14
organ transplantation is one of the most dramatic interventions in modern medicine
since the 1950s thousands of people have lived with new hearts kidneys lungs corneas
and other organs and tissues transplanted into their bodies from the beginning though
there was simply a problem surgeons often encountered shortages of people willing and
able to give their organs and tissues to overcome this problem they often brokered
financial arrangements yet an ethic of gift exchange coexisted with the commodification
of the body the same duality characterized the field of blood transfusion which was
essential to the development of modern surgery this book will be the first to bring
together the histories of blood transfusion and organ transplantation it will show how
these two fields redrew the lines between self and non self the living and the dead and
humans and animals drawing on newspapers magazines legal cases films and the papers and
correspondence of physicians and surgeons lederer will challenge the assumptions of
some bioethicists and policymakers that popular fears about organ transplantation
necessarily reflect timeless human concerns and preoccupations with the body she will
show how notions of the body intact in parts living and dead are shaped by the
particular culture in which they are embedded

The Tales of the Wild North (39 Novels & Stories in One
Volume) 2017-10-06
a comprehensive history of the development of artificial hearts in the united states
artificial hearts are seductive devices their promissory nature as a cure for heart
failure aligned neatly with the twentieth century american medical community s view of
the body as an entity of replacement parts in artificial hearts shelley mckellar traces
the controversial history of this imperfect technology beginning in the 1950s and
leading up to the present day mckellar profiles generations of researchers and devices
as she traces the heart s development and clinical use she situates the events of dr
michael debakey and dr denton cooley s professional fall out after the first artificial
heart implant case in 1969 as well as the 1982 83 jarvik 7 heart implant case of barney
clark within a larger historical trajectory she explores how some individuals like
former us vice president dick cheney affected the public profile of this technology by
choosing to be implanted with artificial hearts finally she explains the varied
physical experiences both negative and positive of numerous artificial heart recipients
mckellar argues that desirability rather than the feasibility or practicality of
artificial hearts drove the invention of the device technical challenges and unsettling
clinical experiences produced an ambivalence toward its continued development by many
researchers clinicians politicians bioethicists and the public but the potential and
promise of the artificial heart offset this ambivalence influencing how success was
characterized and by whom packed with larger than life characters from dedicated and
ardent scientists to feuding texas surgeons and brave patients this book is a
fascinating case study that speaks to questions of expectations limitations and
uncertainty in a high technology medical world

Flesh and Blood 2008-04-24
for building sustainable peace and security the time is always now violence in our
world extends beyond armed conflicts it exists in our social and economic structures
not to mention in our destruction of the environment how can we build more sustainable
development and peace in this innovative ambitious book dr luc reychler argues that we
must drastically change our temporament or the way we deal with time he surveys the
vast temporal landscape and considers its many dimensions such as how time relates to
emotions religion and conflict and how our time horizons affect the natural world using
examples such as hurricane katrina and regime change in libya reychler shows how time
is misused in conflicts be it the failure to anticipate a disaster or the manipulation
of time to create a false sense of urgency ultimately he proposes a more adaptive
attitude to time so that we can be proactive rather than reactive in our efforts at
sustainable development and conflict resolution

Artificial Hearts 2018-01-01
jesse owens and joe louis have been hailed as american icons for the last sixty five
years yet they were unfailingly human in everything they achieved and endured as



vulnerable as they were courageous as troubled as they were brilliant as restless in
themselves as they are now rooted in history in black and white will tell for the first
time the story of the shared political legacy extraordinary personal links and enduring
friendship between 4 times olympic gold medallist jesse owens and heavyweight world
boxing champion joe louis black athletes born in an america demeaned by racism and
poverty

Time for Peace 2015-10-01
a gentleman of courage a novel of love and adventure in a french canadian pioneer
village on lake superior in the 1890s pierre gourdon had the love of god in his heart a
man s love for a man s god and it seemed to him that in this golden sunset of a july
afternoon the great canadian wilderness all about him was whispering softly the truth
of his faith and his creed for pierre was the son of a runner of the streams and
forests as that son s father had been before him and love of adventure ran in his blood
and romance too so it was only in the wild and silent places that he felt the soul in
him attuned to that fellowship with nature which the good teachers at ste anne de
beaupré did not entirely approve nature was pierre s god and would ever be until he
died and though he had crept up the holy stair at ste anne s on his knees and had
touched the consecrated water from the sacred font and had looked with awe upon
mountains of canes and crutches left by those who had come afflicted and doubting and
had departed cured and believing still he was sure that in this sunset of a certain
july afternoon he was nearer to the god he desired than at any other time in all his
life josette his wife slender and tired her dark head bare in the fading sun stood
wistful and hoping at his side praying gently that at last their long wanderings up the
st lawrence and along this wilderness shore of superior had come to an end and that
they might abide in this new paradise and never travel again until the end of their
days back of them where a little stream ran out of the cool forest a tireless boy
quested on hands and knees in the ferns and green grass for wild strawberries and
though strawberry season was late his mouth was smeared red

In Black & White 2003
don mcrae grew up in a south africa where his father would call the black men he met
boy and where his mother insisted that their black servants used tin mugs plates and
cutlery as they ate the family s left over food in the backyard of their grand suburban
property the mcraes like so many white people seemed oblivious to the violent
injustices of apartheid as the author grew up the political differences between father
and son widened and when don refused to join up for national service risking
imprisonment or exile overseas the two were torn apart it wasn t until years later that
the author discovered that the father with whom he had fought so bitterly had later in
his life transformed himself into a political hero risking everything one dark and
rainy night ian mcrae travelled secretly into the black township of soweto to meet
members of nelson mandela s then banned african national congress to discuss ways to
bring power to black south africa he had no political ambitions he was just a man
trying to replace the worst in himself with something better under our skinis a memoir
of these tumultuous years in south africa s history as told through the author s family
story it offers an intimate and penetrating perspective on life under apartheid and
tells a story of courage and fear hope and desolation and love and pain especially
between a father and his son

A Gentleman of Courage 2023-12-17
biomedicine in the twentieth century practices policies and politics is a testimony to
the growing interest of scholars in the development of the biomedical sciences in the
twentieth century and to the number of historians social scientists and health policy
analysts now working on the subject the book is comprised of essays by noted historians
and social scientists that offer insights on a range of subjects that should be a
significant stimulus for further historical investigation it details the nih s
practices policies and politics on a variety of fronts including the development of the
intramural program the national institute of mental health and mental health policy the
politics and funding of heart transplantation and the initial focus of the national
cancer institute comparisons can be made with the development of other american and
british institutions involved in medical research such as the rockefeller institute and
the medical research council discussions of the larger scientific and social context of
united states federal support for research the role of lay institutions in federal
funding of virus research the consequences of technology transfer and patenting the
effects of vaccine and drug development and the environment of research discoveries all



offer new insights and suggest questions for further exploration

Under Our Skin 2012-03-29
this handbook covers the technical social and cultural history of surgery it reflects
the state of the art and suggests directions for future research it discusses what is
different and specific about the history of surgery a manual activity with a direct
impact on the patient s body the individual entries in the handbook function as
starting points for anyone who wants to obtain up to date information about an area in
the history of surgery for purposes of research or for general orientation written by
26 experts from 6 countries the chapters discuss the essential topics of the field such
as anaesthesia wound infection instruments specialization specific domains areas for
example cancer surgery transplants animals war but also innovative themes women popular
culture nursing clinical trials and make connections to other areas of historical
research such as the history of emotions art architecture colonial history chapters 16
and 18 of this book are available open access under a cc by 4 0 license at link
springer com

Biomedicine in the Twentieth Century: Practices, Policies,
and Politics 2008-02-11
rugby is a sport that means different things to different people around the world so
when award winning writer donald mcrae set off to take the pulse of the sport soon
after the dawn of the professional era he began to build a portrait of the game that
highlighted the contrasts between nations who may have been united in their love for
rugby but who saw it in very different ways featuring in depth interviews with a range
of great players from around the world including sean fitzpatrick francois pienaar and
lawrence dallaglio among others winter coloursis a compelling account of the culture of
rugby as seen by its biggest stars men who also hold dear the sport s very traditions
that make it so special this is a remarkable piece of writing and is sure to be of
interest to all who follow the sport at any level

The Palgrave Handbook of the History of Surgery 2017-12-12
transplant practices are discussed in the medical realm in fictional texts and in
popular advertisement yet how do these sectors intersect and influence each other how
can the accounts of surgeons invested in transplant practice be brought into
conversation with fictional voices future t issues positions transplantation at the
intersection of natural science and the humanities and adds to the discussion of organ
transplantation by focusing on one specific aspect that is commonly overlooked the idea
of speculation by engaging with speculative fiction in conversation with life writing
it contributes to a more thorough understanding of transplantation as a cultural
practice showcasing that transplantation is imagined as part of the future both within
and beyond the literary sphere hereby this book establishes the relationship between
literary and medical narratives as reciprocal in effect eroding boundaries between the
life sciences and literary studies as an interdisciplinary endeavor this study
contributes to literary studies specifically to the fields of life writing speculative
fiction and young adult fiction it offers insights for the study of transplantation in
the popular realm and adds to the medical humanities

Christiaan Barnard: 2017-12-17
gripping and evocative how death becomes life takes us inside the operating room and
presents the stark dilemmas that transplant surgeons must face daily how much risk
should a healthy person be allowed to take to save someone she loves should a patient
suffering from alcoholism receive a healthy liver the human story behind the most
exceptional medicine of our time and it is a poignant reminder that a life lost can
also offer the hope of a new beginning leading transplant surgeon dr joshua mezrich
creates life from loss moving organs from one body to another in this intimate
profoundly moving work he examines more than one hundred years of remarkable medical
breakthroughs connecting this fascinating history with the stories of his own patients

Winter Colours 2014-06-05
shortlisted for the william hill sports book of the year prize one of the most
captivating boxing writers on the planet barry mcguigan a superb tale his inspirational
story celebrates peace and reconciliation daily telegraph multi award winning author



donald mcrae s stunning new book is a powerful tale of hope and redemption across the
sectarian divide in northern ireland thanks to boxing at the height of the troubles
gerry storey ran the holy family gym from the ira s heartland territory of new lodge in
belfast despite coming from a family steeped in the republican movement he insisted
that it would be open to all he ensured that his boxers were given a free pass by
paramilitary forces on both republican and loyalist sides so they could find a way out
of the province s desperate situation in the immediate aftermath of the 1981 hunger
strikes storey would also visit the maze prison twice a week to train the inmates from
each community separately in itself this would be a heroic story but storey went
further than that he became the trainer for world champion barry mcguigan and olympian
hugh russell who became one of the most famous photographers to document the troubles
even with all his success and the support of both sides storey still found himself
subjected to three bomb attacks from those who were implacably hostile to any form of
reconciliation he also worked with the protestant boxer davy larmour who fought two
bloody battles in the ring against russell his catholic friend at the same time in
derry the british and european lightweight champion charlie nash fought without
bitterness after his brother was killed and his father was shot on bloody sunday the
most infamous day of the conflict now donald mcrae reveals the extraordinary tale of
those troubled times after years of research and intimate interviews with the key
characters in this story he shows us how the violent business of boxing became a haven
of peace and hope for these remarkable and compassionate men in sunshine or in shadow
is an inspirational story of triumph over adversity and celebrates the reconciliation
that can take place when two fighters meet each other in the ring rather than outside
it an outstanding and important book don mcrae s powerful storytelling shows the
courage of the people of the north andy lee

Future T/Issues 2024-07
the gender of things is a highly interdisciplinary book that explores the power
relationship between gender and the material culture of technoscience addressing a
seemingly straightforward question how does a thing such as a spacesuit a humanoid
robot or a surgical instrument become a gendered object these 14 short chapters cover
an original selection of things from cosmeceuticals to early motor scooters from scrum
boards to border walls and from robots to the human body and its parts by historically
examining how significance has been attached to specific things and how things were
designed and produced the chapters reveal how the concept of gender has been embedded
and finds expression in the material world of science and technology with insights from
science and technology studies sts anthropology the history of ergonomics museum
studies the history of science technology and medicine but also the philosophy and
sociology of technology and feminist new materialism this collection reminds us that
our material creations not only bear knowledge about our world the gender of things
will be of key interest to undergraduate and graduate students and research scholars of
sts as well as gender studies

SAMJ 2007
the courtroom has been a dramatic setting for larger than life figures throughout
history but few have attained the almost mythical status of clarence darrow a legend in
his own time variety called him america s greatest one man stage draw here was a man
whose flair for showmanship went hand in hand with a fierce intellect a man whose shaky
moral compass and staggering conceit collided at all turns with an unrivaled eloquence
and an overwhelming compassion for humanity darrow had been one of the most revered
lawyers in the country but in 1924 his reputation was still clouded after a narrow
escape from a charge of jury tampering in los angeles at the age of sixty seven he
thought his life and career were almost over until he was offered an impossible
assignment the defense of the teenage thrill killers nathan leopold and richard loeb
darrow then went on to earn even more international acclaim in two other groundbreaking
cases a classic standoff against william jennings bryan in the scopes monkey trial in
tennessee and the ossian sweet murder trial in detroit throughout two crammed and
dizzying years this lion of the court held the western world in awe as he tackled these
three starkly different history making cases each in turn dubbed the trial of the
century but these trials as important as they were to darrow were not the only events
that helped rejuvenate him and seal his courtroom legacy there was also his enduring
relationship with mary field parton his lover and soul mate a woman whose role toward
the end of his career was larger than many have realized with fascinating new research
and discoveries including her private journals and letters the last trials of clarence
darrow is an intimate and riveting depiction of this american icon one of the greatest
lawyers this country has ever seen



How Death Becomes Life 2019-05-02
in the crammed and dizzying space of two years from june 1924 to june 1926 america was
transfixed by three contrasting courtroom trials each was described as a trial of the
century and featured clarence darrow america s most charismatic but troubled defence
lawyer as he tried to overcome public outrage and his own private struggle to keep
faith in the justice system they also served as his own route to redemption for darrow
was in the midst of trying to restore his reputation after he had twice been put on
trial for attempting to bribe a jury although he had been acquitted darrow in his late
sixties was desperate to wipe the stain from his name at the same time and in one of
the book s dramatic new revelations darrow rekindled an old affair with a passionate
writer and activist mary field who was the secret love of his life more than eighty
years later the public themes which darrow confronted still resonate powerfully in
contemporary society sex and murder celebrity and race religion and science politics
and justice the media and the law love and deception belief and terror rise up as
vividly today as they did in the roaring twenties the world remains just as fractured
and uncertain as that which darrow surveyed in the three final iconic cases of his life

In Sunshine Or in Shadow 2020-03
hamlet s mortal coil which eventually and inevitably we shuffle off when we enter the
sleep of death as he puts it has never been static indeed how the human body and its
component parts have been understood individually and collectively has shifted across
time shaped by culture religion and technology in this probing and provocative new book
fay bound alberti uses the global histories of medicine pathology and emotions to
explore these changing notions each chapter uses a different focus bones skin sexual
organs spine tongue heart revealing how each body part connects to a peculiarly western
notion of expertise one which appropriates one element from the others and ignores
their interconnection the themes examined in this mortal coil the nature of identity
the relationship between the brain and the heart and the gendering of our physical and
emotional selves are enduring ones but perceptions of the perfect body or perfect
health evolve constantly moving between the surface and what lies beneath alberti
provides a rich and fascinating accounting of each part shedding light on the role
scientific developments from medical care to plastic surgery to cloning plays in how we
look at ourselves written with insight and narrative verve alberti s provocative book
reveals how the mortal coil can be unwound and looked at as if for the first time

The Gender of Things 2023-09-29
paul craddock s spare parts offers an original look at the history of medicine itself
through the rich compelling and delightfully macabre story of transplant surgery from
ancient times to the present day how did an architect help pioneer blood transfusion in
the 1660 s why did eighteenth century dentists buy the live teeth of poor children and
what role did a sausage skin and an enamel bath play in making kidney transplants a
reality we think of transplant surgery as one of the medical wonders of the modern
world but transplant surgery is as ancient as the pyramids with a history more
surprising than we might expect paul craddock takes us on a journey from sixteenth
century skin grafting to contemporary stem cell transplants uncovering stories of
operations performed by unexpected people in unexpected places bringing together
philosophy science and cultural history spare parts explores how transplant surgery
constantly tested the boundaries between human animal and machine and continues to do
so today witty entertaining and illuminating spare parts shows us that the history and
future of transplant surgery is tied up with questions about not only who we are but
also what we are and what we might become

The Last Trials of Clarence Darrow 2009-06-09
one of the 50 best nonfiction books of the last 25 years slate on new year s day 2013
two time pulitzer prize winner gene weingarten asked three strangers to literally pluck
a day month and year from a hat that day chosen completely at random turned out to be
sunday december 28 1986 by any conventional measure a most ordinary day weingarten
spent the next six years proving that there is no such thing that sunday between
christmas and new year s turned out to be filled with comedy tragedy implausible irony
cosmic comeuppances kindness cruelty heroism cowardice genius idiocy prejudice
selflessness coincidence and startling moments of human connection along with evocative
foreshadowing of momentous events yet to come lives were lost lives were saved lives
were altered in overwhelming ways many of these events never made it into the news they
were private dramas in the lives of private people they were utterly compelling one day



asks and answers the question of whether there is even such a thing as ordinary when we
are talking about how we all lurch and stumble our way through the daily daunting
challenge of being human

The Old Devil 2009
international and historical coverage of all areas of human achievement including the
arts science technology sport politics philosophy and business detailed panel entries
on particularly important or influential people such as albert einstein the bronte
sisters and nelson mandela

Seed 2006
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This Mortal Coil 2016

Spare Parts 2022-05-10

One Day 2019-10-22
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